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Three Dog Bakery stores are legendary. Stocked with cleverly named canine confections--from

SnickerPoodles to Scotty Biscotti to Big Scary Kitties -- the pooch patisserie has grown into an

international operation, featuring its fresh-baked, all-natural bakery treats for dogs.Three Dog

Bakery&#39;s 1996 autobiography, Short Tails and Treats from Three Dog Bakery, tells all about

how Dan Dye and Mark Beckloff, with inspiration from their three dogs, came to run 12 retail

bakeries around the world, as well as wholesale and mail-order divisions. Now, Three Dog Bakery is

sharing its secrets with dog devotees everywhere. With this new Three Dog Bakery Cookbook,

readers will be able to concoct the kind of tasty treats that canines crave.Featuring more than 50

recipes--from Banana Mutt Cake to Great Danish, and from Fiesta Bones to Gracie&#39;s

Megapizza--the Three Dog Bakery Cookbook will have dogs salivating like Pavlov&#39;s proverbial

pet. Full-color finished dish photographs give human cooks a look at what they&#39;re making,

while health tips and canine trivia sprinkled throughout the book both educate and

entertain.Arranged into six chapters, Three Dog Bakery Cookbook covers the dog-snack gamut,

from savory morsels to carob-coated treats, from luscious entrees to chewy soft-baked confections.

Readers will find recipes for all doggie occasions, from birthdays to obedience school graduation.
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As a professional registered veterinary technician, I can honestly say that Three Dog Bakery's cook

book contains, practical, healthy and yummy treats for any friend. For those concerned with the

onion and other potentially harmful ingredients, those studies have only recently been confirmed by



top-notch veterinary laboratories. Recipies are easy enough to change, and with a little imagination

you and your pet can get off to a wonderful start in canine cullinary school!

We have not ever been to a Three Dog Bakery, but we have seen their show on TV. I bought a copy

of this book and ended up giving it to my neighbor's daughter who loved it so much, it made me go

out and buy another copy! This book has many recipes you can make or bake at home for your

dogs. My two dogs, McBeth (a yorkie) and Dolly (a pointer/mix?) loved the things I made for them.

Plus they were EASY to make!!!!!! It was full of cute cartoons and trivia bits too, which make it

interesting.

I like this cookbook more than most canine cookbooks I've seen. The recipes are simple and many,

if not most, call for ingredients that are relatively likely to be hanging around or easy to find at the

store (and you won't feel like you're buying ingredients you'll never need to use again). The recipes

are very varied; they aren't just dog biscuits. It's a nicely made book too, with good pictures and the

kind of spine that makes it easy to 'stay open', i.e., on the countertop while you're cooking. I also

like how the recipe calls for a reasonable number of treats to be made, not 50 or 70 treats that many

cookbooks create.

I don't know if I like this book for the recipes or for the way I laughed while reading it.I think it might

actually be both. The authors have creatively described each recipe in tail wagging ways that are

sure to please. My three Springer Spaniels quickly devour everything I make and I love knowing I'm

giving them fresh, wholesome food. I would suggest you refrigerate all the treats you make if you

live in a warm climate. Unlike the boxed treats you buy in the store, these don't have a shelf live

longer than your dog's.

I read Amazing Gracie, which prompted me to check out the Three Dog Bakery Cookbook. I have

made many of the recipes in the book, and they have all turned out GREAT! My dogs know when

I'm about to whip up a batch of treats when I grab the cookbook; they join my in the kitchen and

attentively watch me. I really enjoy making the treats in this book, even more so than cooking for

humans. The recipes are easy, you probably have most of the ingredients in your kitchen, so get

this book and have a good time with your best friends!

I bought this book for my elkhound. She's thrilled with the recipes. All paws up review. My only



problem with the book is the amount of cheese found in recipes. Many of the recipes even call for

lowfat cream cheese. I don't know about where all the other readers live, but here in MA cream

cheese labels read like a chemistry experiment. I'll be substituting homemade yogurt cheese (yogurt

strained through cheesecloth 6-8 hours) in those "cheesy" recipes I do make.

I am a huge fan of Three Dog Bakery and have actually visited their original bakery in Kansas City

Missouri as well as their French Quarter and Seatlle locations. We have purchased 3 Dog Bakery

products for several years now, through mail order and Lucy, Clark and Jenny (my own three cocker

spaniels) have NEVER been disappointed with the cakes and treats.I bought the book hoping to

discover whatever their secret is for their amazing treats, but these are all new recipes.I made the

Simple Simon bones and the birthday cake last night for Jenny's 2nd birthday party

today.Everything turned out beautifully.I think if you enjoy fun and dogs and cooking, I would highly

recommend this book!

Lots of people-food-look-alikes with cutesy names (Poodle Noodles) instead of useful, tasty treats to

pop in a pocket for canine rewards later. Worst of all, at least four recipes feature raisins, an

ingredient TOXIC to dogs! Don't take my word for it, read about it at the aspca website. [...]
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